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‘‘In one point, however, the history of the development of society proves to be essentially different from that of
nature. In nature—in so far as we ignore man’s reaction upon nature—there are only blind, unconscious agencies acting
upon one another, out of whose interplay the general law comes into operation. … In the history of society, on the
contrary, the actors are all endowed with consciousness, are men acting with deliberation or passion, working towards
definite goals, nothing happens without a conscious purpose, without an intended aim. But this distinction, important as
it is for historical investigation, particularly of single epoch and events, cannot alter the fact that the course of history
is governed by inner general laws.’’ (Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German Philosophy)

Year-long observance of

COMRADE SHIBDAS GHOSH BIRTH CENTENARY
to be inaugurated on 5 August 2022 in Delhi
Birth Centenary year of Comrade Shibdas Ghosh, Founder General Secretary, SUCI (Communist) and an
outstanding Marxist leader and thinker of the era, commences from 5 August 2022. Realizing the need of Indian
Revolution marked by the absence of a real communist party, Comrade Shibdas Ghosh took upon himself the
historic task of concretizing Marxism-Leninism in the concrete situation of India, and in course of an arduous
all-embracing struggle, founded, reared and steered the SUCI (Communist) as a genuine revolutionary party of
the proletariat built on Leninist model, on the edifice of higher proletarian culture, cthics and morality. In the
process, he elaborated and developed the science of Marxism-Leninism and brought its understanding to a new
height, providing answer to all questions, that evolved in the post-Lenin period, in every sphere of life.
Thought of Comrade Shibdas Ghosh is the most enriching understanding of Marxism-Leninism in the
contemporary world. All revolutionaries throughout the world, who long for emancipation from the yoke of ruthless
capitalist exploitation need to be not only acquainted with the teachings of Comrade Shibdas Ghosh but assimilate
the essence of it to successfully apply Marxian science in their respective soils. Hence, the Central Committee of
the SUCI (Communist) has decided to observe the centenary year in a befitting way, through various programmes,
with a view to disseminating Comrade Shibdas Ghosh Thought among the toiling millions and thinking people, not
only in the country but round the world.
Inaugural programme : 5 August 2022, Peareylal Bhawan Auditorium, ITO, Delhi
Flag Hoisting : 11 am by Comrade Provash Ghosh, General Secretary, SUCI (Communist)
Quotation and Photo Exhibition : 11:15 am
Public Meeting : 12 Noon
President:
Main Speaker:
Comrade Satyawan, Polit Bureau Member &
Comrade Asit Bhattacharyya
State Secretary Haryana, SUCI(Communist)
Polit Bureau Member, SUCI (Communist)

SUCI(C)
vehemently
protests further
hike in LPG-price
Comrade Provash Ghosh,
General Secretary, SUCI(C), has
issued the following statement on 7
July 2022:
Mocking his own public
commitment of making every kitchen
smoke-free, the BJP Prime Minister
has consented to raise the domestic
LPG price by further Rs 50 to take it
to Rs 1079 per cylinder which is
unaffordable to the common people
reeling under unbridled price rise
coupled with plummeting income. It
once again proves how a fascist
autocratic government is wedded to
the task of ensuring profit
maximization of oil behemoths in both
private and public sector by
Contd. on page 2

Memorial meeting of Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar
He was in their heart and would continue to
remain there in all days to come. A revolutionary
character characterized by a blend of firm
ideological commitment and a very polite and
simple life. That made him endeared to and
revered by one and all. Comrade Debaprasad
Sarkar, veteran Polit Bureau member of the
SUCI(C), thus emerged as a mass leader of rare
qualities. So, in his memorial meeting held at
Sachin Banerjee-Subodh Banerjee Memorial

Trust Maidan in Jaynagar on
11 July 2022 there was a
stream of people from all
over the districts as well as
from
some
of
the
neighbouring districts. The
number was so swelling that
an area of about half a
kilometer beyond the venue
was jam-packed.

After rendition of the song on Comrade Shibdas Ghosh, the
proceedings began on time. Comrade Rabin Mandal, a veteran mass
leader of the Party and two-time MLA from Patharpratima
constituency, presided over. Floral tribute was offered by Comrade
Provash Ghosh, General Secretary of the Party and the main
speaker of the meeting as well as by Comrade Rabin Mandal.
Garlanding was also done on behalf of the CPI (M), RSP and TMC.
In his long emotional but penetratingly analytical speech, Comrade
Provash Ghosh, dwelt on the various educating aspects of life and
struggle of Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar and also on the prevailing
socio-political condition as well as the tasks incumbent on our Party.
The meeting ended with the Internationale.
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Resolution adopted at the memorial meeting of
Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar on 11 July as homage
After prolonged illness, veteran
member of Polit Bureau, Central
Committee, SUCI(C) and former
Secretary of South 24 Parganas
District Committee of West Bengal,
Comrade
Debaprasad
Sarkar
breathed his last at the age of 87
years at the Calcutta Heart Clinic
and Hospital on 28 June last.
When he was a student, he
heard a discussion by Comrade
Shibdas Ghosh, Founder General
secretary of the SUCI(C), one of the
foremost Marxist thinkers and
philosophers of this era and our
beloved leader and teacher. Deeply
attracted by that, he joined the Party
and started working in the Jaynagar
area under the leadership of now
departed Polit Bureau members
Comrades Sachin Banerjee and
Subodh Banerjee, as well as
Comrade Yakub Pailan, another
departed Central Committee leader
and South 24 Parganas District
Secretary. Soon after, on the merit of
his ability and capability attained
through struggle, he became a
member of the district secretariat
and later a member of Party’s state
committee.
At the second Party Congress
held in Delhi in 2009, he was elected
Central Committee member and
officiated as the Secretary to the
Central office for a long time. At the
third Party Congress held at Ghatsila
in 2018, he was elected to the Polit
Bureau.
Before he was laid down with
serious illness and was admitted to
Calcutta Heart Clinic and Hospital,
he had spent quite a long time of his
life at Shibpur Party centre and at
Jaynagar Party office.
Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar
had taught for a long time at the
noted ‘Jaynagar Institution’. A
teacher at the secondary level, his
was a leading role in teachers'
movements and movements on
education related causes. In 1969,
when the CPI(M) sought to turn
ABTA (All Bengal Teachers’
Association)
into
its
Party
organization, it was Comrade
Debaprasad Sarkar, who along with
another departed Central Committee
member Comrade Tapan Roy
Chowdhury, conducted a prolonged
painstaking struggle to build up
STEA(Secondary Teachers’ and
Employees’ Association). Even
though STEA, a mass organization,
comprised certain members who
belonged to other parties, all of them
held Comrade Sarkar in great esteem
and confidence and unhesitatingly

worked under him.
Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar
also played a leading role in the
historic movement developed
throughout the state against the
anti-people language policy, and in
the movements to resist bus-fare
hike and price hike of essential
commodities The role he played in
development of ‘Save Education’
movement against the wrong
educational policies of the different
governments at the Centre and the
state, is
also worthy of
remembrance.
He had again led the historic
movement which was initiated by
our party in 1990, against the fare
hike of vehicles, and had courted
arrest. A teenager Madhai Haldar,
who embraced martyrdom in this
movement belonged to the district
of South 24 Parganas.
Much later, during the
movements at Nandigram and
Singur against forceful acquisition
of farm lands, his was a leading
role, both inside and outside the
Assembly.
From
1977,
Comrade
Debaprasad Sarkar had been
elected to the Jaynagar Assembly
Constituency at a stretch for 34
years. His speeches enriched with
facts and theoretical knowledge,
delivered at the Assembly against
the anti-people policies of the
government were highly appreciated
even by the ruling circle.
When Comrade Sarkar was
an MLA, powerful movements
were developed in his constituency
in demand for laying down of new
railway tracks, converting single
line into double line and increase in
the number of trains, the extension
of the hospital at Padmerhat as
well as against eco-tourism in the
Sundarbans and installation of an
atomic energy centre there.
Movements were also held under
his leadership demanding electricity,
arsenic
free
water
and
improvement of the educational
institutions in the area. As a result
of the movements, the demands
were achieved.
Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar
was unrelenting in inspiring kids
and young children to acquire
higher values and culture. Even
while afflicted with severe ailments,
he would present clear analysis on
the basis of Marxism-LeninismComrade Shibdas Ghosh Thought to
guide different programmes of our
Party and the mass organizations.
This will continue to inspire all

comrades in the days to come.
Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar
had a pleasing yet strong personality
and many other noble qualities and
traits in his character. As an
individual, owing to his dedication to
his ideology, intense integrity of
character which were reflected in
his life- struggle, he was respected
not only by our Party leaders and
cadres but also by the leaders and
workers of other parties, members
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of the Assembly, officers at
different levels of administration and
journalists.
By correctly applying the
teachings of Comrade Shibdas
Ghosh in his life, Comrade Sarkar
emerged as
a
first-ranking
communist revolutionary. On his
demise, our Party, the exploited
proletariat
and
democratic
movements have lost a powerful
leader.
Red Salute to
life-long revolutionary
Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar

Income inequality in India on
decline(!) since 2017
claims SBI Ecowrap
Income inequality in India has
been on a decline since FY17, as per
the State Bank of India's latest
Ecowrap report. SBI Ecowrap
stated that India also fared well
during coronavirus pandemic in
terms of navigating income shocks
across population.
The report read, ‘‘With a
progressive growth in output across
states as proxied by GSDP (gross
state domestic product), it is clear
that the fruits of such a growth have
clearly reverberated and dovetailed
into an inclusive growth if estimates
from Gini coefficient of state-wise
per capita income are any indication
that has improved since FY17. India
has thus done quite well during
pandemic in terms of navigating
income shocks across deciles of
population.’’
It further stated that average
income of states reached from Rs
18,118 in 2001-02 to Rs 68,845 in
2011-12 and Rs 1,74,024 in 2021-22,
while adding that inequality has
significantly moderated in states. As
per this report, coefficient of
variation of per capita income of
states went down from 76 per cent
in 2011-12 to 67 per cent in 2021-22.
But do facts corroborate to this
wild claim? Government data says
number of backward districts has
increased from 112 to 213. The
progress or backwardness of a
district is measured by taking into
account productivity of agricultural

crops, poverty rate and general as
well
as
social
structure.
Understanding income inequality is
very easy. How much is one
weltering in sweat to meet the rising
education cost of one’s children,
whether one is getting proper
medical care if falling ill, whether
one can earn enough to arrange for
two square meals a day, whether
starvation and malnutrition deaths
are rising or not etc. If inequality
reduces, the income gap between
the rich and poor would decrease. If
number of backward districts goes
up, does it indicate reduced income
inequality?
Unemployment
is
mounting so much so that the BJP
Prime Minister who had to eat his
own words by promising 2 crore
jobs a year, is now speaking of
providing 10 lakh jobs in next one
year and a half. But 22% employed
are already thrown out of job.
Medical expenses have gone up by
14%. If 1% super-rich hold 73% of
country's wealth, if two richest
industrial barons, Ambani and Adani
earn Rs 90 and Rs 75 crores
respectively per hour, if almost 80 %
of the countrymen languish in abject
poverty, how could the research
wing of State Bank of India make
such a weird claim? Is this finding
data-based or dictated from the up?
We would await the response from
the SBI team.
(Source-Business Today 27-06-22,
ABP 27-06-22 dated 04-07-22)

SUCI(C) vehemently protests further hike
in LPG-price
Contd. from page 1

squeezing out even the last drop of blood of the toiling millions.
While protesting this hike, we once again reiterate that this continuous
economic assault would go on unless the suffering countrymen close their
rank in right earnest and develop a united powerful organized sustained
movement against the brazen anti-people policies of the BJP government.
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From the teachings of Comrade Shibdas Ghosh
on the eve of his birth centenary year
“You have observed that in Gujarat the
powerful offensive of agitational movement
which people launched after exploitation and
oppression crossed the limit of their endurance,
could not make much headway. In Bihar, too, the
course which the movement is following and with
the leadership of the movement even today
effectively in the hands of such forces—as its
inevitable consequence, notwithstanding people’s
anger and resentment, people’s sacrifice, people
facing bullets and laying down lives and the
unthinkable magnitude of governmental repression
despite all this, a similar fate for this movement is
not far off. What I want to convey to you by this
is, so long as there is oppression and when that
crosses the limit of human endurance, people’s
anger will explode and they will come out into the
arena of struggle again and again, whether there
is correct leadership or not, whether there is a
correct ideology or not, even if the path is wrong
and the leadership is wrong. People will fight.
And they are actually fighting. You must keep in
mind that the common people of India have shed
a lot of blood. If someone says that the people of
this country do not know how to fight, how to
sacrifice their lives and cringe in fear at the sight
of police guns and burrow into their safe shelters,
then I must say I do not agree with them at all.
They are either ignorant of this country’s history,
in particular the history of all the mass movements
beginning from the days of freedom movement
up to independence and even thereafter to the
present times; of all the self-sacrifices,
martyrdom, and brutal police atrocities, or else
they are quite deliberately distorting that history,
or they have become oblivious of it. I would like
to tell you with full confidence—the people of the
country will fight again. Whatever be their
hopelessness and frustration as regards
movement, their no confidence in the political
parties, whether they like or dislike the leadership
of a party and even if this type of thinking persists
in them that none of the political parties can
achieve anything–nevertheless they cannot
remain unmoved. For, hunger is a ruthless
taskmaster.
Whenever
oppression
and
exploitation exceed the limit of human endurance,
then people’s accumulated anger is bound to
explode, they are bound to burst into movement,
embracing death, laying down their lives. But
what I want to stress is that nothing will be
achieved by all this. Because, even if people’s
anger, agitation and their spontaneous movement
breaks out with wide dimension, the agitational
form of movement by unorganized masses lacking
political consciousness cannot advance far.
You will surely note that the nature of this
movement, inasmuch as the means and tactics
adopted are concerned, is the same as the form
of the movements that have been going on in our
country under the leadership of the bourgeoisie
since the days of independence movement. In
other words, it is not a resistance movement in an
organized form developed by making the people
politically conscious, making them conscious of
the ultimate political objective. The very character
and motive of these movements are such that
when people’s grievances begin to crystallize into
a fighting spirit against the existing administrative
system, the leaders deliver fiery speeches to make
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them emotionally surcharged and get them to
take to the streets. The people fight on the streets
against the government while the leaders at best
feed them at times with some so-called
programmes of struggle. The leaders remain
totally unscathed—the most that can happen if a
government gets alarmed, feels embarrassed or is
a bit unwise, is that it arrests the leaders, politely
ushering them into jail, saying: “Please do come,
sir”. From this stay in jail the leaders draw
political capital. They joyfully go to jail, become
division one prisoners and wrangle over whether
or not they deserve still higher allowances as
prisoners. After ten to fifteen days they emerge
from jail garlanded like victorious warriors and
immediately begin sounding a war cry against the
government. And if an election is round the
corner, all the better. They begin proclaiming:
“This government has done nothing for the
people. It is we who have fought, so bring us to
power, place us into the seat of governmental
power. Once in government, we shall establish
the golden rule of King Ram.” This is what I
wanted to term as the bourgeois form of
agitational movement, similar to that resorted to
by the bourgeoisie.
During the freedom movement, without
giving the anti-British sentiment of the masses a
unified and organized form, the bourgeoisie
involved the people in sporadic and isolated action
programmes against the British and wanted to use
the pressure thus created to bargain with British
imperialism. Even today various political parties
simply stir up discontent and resentment among
the people and basing upon these, goad them on
to the field of struggle and from the resultant
police atrocities and state repression, the antigovernment, anti-ruling class sentiment and
hatred that naturally breeds, spawns and spreads
amongst the people—this they regard as their
political gain. Whether revolution comes about by
this or not, whether a radical transformation of the
social system responsible for the plight of the
people comes about or not is of no concern to
them whatsoever. Yet capitalizing on this
resentment and hatred against the government or
the ruling party that further intensifies among the
people, what all these parties do is that some talk
about revolution, others talk about socialism and

some present a long list of what they avow to do
for the people with fantastic promises of making
kings and lords of people, among others—with
such tall claims, long speeches and presenting
grand programmes they all ultimately move
towards election and try to form a government.
This vicious circle—the grievances of the people
crystallizing into struggle, people’s anger erupting
into agitation again and again while the electionoriented parliamentary parties utilize this agitation
to reap dividends in election politics again and
again—what is the way out, how to free
democratic movement, left movement, people’s
revolutionary movement from the grip of this
vicious circle, is the pertinent question.
You should remember one thing. Outburst of
people’s anger, whatever may be its magnitude, is
not revolution. Agitation does not automatically
usher in revolution. Revolution means a radical
change of the present state structure, that means
to overthrow the present state and replace it with
a new state—with regard to the overthrow of a
capitalist state we call it the establishment of a
socialist state, thereby bringing about a total
transformation of the present capitalist economic,
social, political structure and in its place
establishing a socialist structure. This is what we
call revolution. This revolutionary change does not
come about in a spontaneous way through
outburst of people’s accumulated grievances.
History does not say this, nor does science. Such
a concept is unhistorical, unscientific. Those who
represent agitation to be one and the same as
revolution in this way are either ignorant
simpletons or else extremely sly, they are
pernicious election mongering politicians. By
conducting
resentment-driven
agitational
movements and economism-driven movements,
giving these a somewhat militant posture and
thereby passing these off as revolution, they
misdirect the preparation of the real revolutionary
movement and obstruct the course of revolution
itself. They create hindrance in the path of
revolution. So, bear it in mind that agitation and
revolution are not the same thing. Though not
today, yet the very people of West Bengal will
again burst into agitational movement as in the
past.
The people’s anger will burst again into a
powerful movement. But in spite of having
suffered the ensuing repression and having turned
against the government they will again be drawn
into the arena of election politics. Capitalism as it
was, exploitation, unemployment problem as it
was, the way in which the education standard
was declining and the moral, ethical standard
sinking lower day by day—will remain as they
were. You will not be able to touch even the
fringe of these problems. Notwithstanding a
thousand and one sacrifices, you will not be able
to organize revolution simply on the basis of
grievance-driven agitational movement, selfsacrifice and martyrdom. To accomplish
revolution, you will have to get organized on the
basis of a definite, clear-cut political goal, that is
to say, an organization capable of conducting the
protracted struggle of politically conscious
organized people will have to be built up.”
(Present Situation and Main Danger to
Democratic Movement, CW Vol IV)
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Assam devastated by man-made
flood in PM’s Amrit Mahotsav
When the BJP Prime Minister
proudly announced that India would
be celebrating Amrit Mahotsav on
the 75th year of independence, the
state of Assam ruled by the BJP is

ravaged by devastating flood.
Official figure of loss of life is 159.
But the actual figure would be much
more. The situation continues to be
grim with acute shortage of food and
drinking water shortage and colossal
loss of property. Scores of houses
are completely inundated in these
villages, with the flood waters
flowing almost above the thatched
roofs. Over 76,115 hectares of crop
areas across the affected districts.
Moreover, over 10.39 lakh domestic

animals and poultry have been
affected in the deluge across 13
districts.The districts which are still
reeling under the flood waters are
Bajali, Barpeta, Biswanath, Cachar,
Chirang, Darrang, Dhemaji,
Dibrugarh, Dima Hasao,
Goalpara,
Golaghat,
Hailakandi, Hojai, Kamrup,
Kamrup
Metropolitan,
Karimganj,
Lakhimpur,
Majuli, Morigaon, Nagaon,
Nalbari, Sonitpur, Tamulpur,
Tinsukia and Udalguri. Of
these, Cachar continued to
be the worst-hit district with nearly
14.32 lakh people being affected,
followed by Nagaon where nearly
5.20 lakh people are suffering, and
over four lakh people being hit in
Barpeta.
The flood-hit victims are
passing through the darkest period
of their lives. Over 3.05 lakh people
are forced to stay in as many as
3317
relief camps across 22
districts, after being rendered
homeless, as their houses remain

submerged for more than a fortnight
now. Thousands of flood-affected
people of Morigaon district have
been taking shelter on National
Highway 37. The highway has
become their shelter homes now as
this is the second time in less than
three months that they have been
forced to stay in the makeshift
camps on the highway, after the
flood waters have totally submerged
their houses.
The Assam floods got the
front-page
coverage of
the
international section of The New
York Times on 17 June. But the
equation stands different from the
Indian mainstream media. Instead of
drawing
attention
to
the
imperativeness of reaching relief
material to the flood-affected,
arrange for proper shelter and food
for them, provide adequate
compensation of the loss they
suffered, the media focus was on a
5-star hotel in Guwahati where 50odd rebel Shiv Sena MLAs from
Maharashtra were receiving royal
treatment from the BJP chief
minister and his other colleagues in
exchange for their switching to the
BJP fold and topple the Maharashtra

Karnataka AIDSO earns significant victory
against sinister move to saffronize education
Unleashing a process of regimentation and
reckless distortion of history are typical of any
fascist autocratic ruler because it dreads truth
and scientific bent of mind. Present India is a
glaring example of that. The ruling BJP, its
mentor RSS and associate Sangh Parivar have a
clear agenda in this regard which they
unwaveringly pursue by propagating arch
communal Hindutva and saffronization of all
spheres particularly education. Union BJP home
minister made it aptly clear when he bragged
that no one can prevent them from changing
history. Lately we’ve witnessed PM Narendra
Modi himself, (at Varanasi, on 7th July) while
inaugurating the three day Akhil Bhartiya Shiksa
Samagam on implementation of NEP at BHU
voicing the same tune as he remarked that the
education imparted to the people so long ‘‘...was
never part of Indian ethos’’.
Just as the erstwhile Congress-led UPA
Government had trod the path of curtailment of
education and set on to privatise and
commercialise it in the process, in the interest of
the corporates, the BJP too has been pursuing,
its pro-capitalist approach to education with a
communal agenda added. By introducing NEP
2020, they have launched a two-pronged attack,
one—Indianising education with Hindutva
content in focus and the other, restricting
education for the elite section of society
ensnaring the upcoming affluent young
generations with high-tech skills through BJPapproved schemes which are replete with
contents and intents that deny the essence of
secular, democratic education.
One can interprete history as per one’s own
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understanding; but can history be changed? But
the devil will never listen to. Hence, there is a
spree to change history syllabus throughout the
country replacing fact by myth, truth by fiction
and simply jettisoning what is not liked by the
ruling quarters and including a bunch of bosh.
Lives and struggles of eminent personalities of
our glorious freedom movement are dropped to
make way for Hindutva protagonists who
opposed the freedom struggle and collaborated
with the British imperialist rulers. The BJP-ruled
Karnataka bears a glaring example of this.
There has been a persistent effort on part
of the government there to get the school text
books revised even with a planning committee
formed and that too illegally. The government had
come up with the removal of 10th standard lesson
on the legendary patriot and martyr Bhagat
Singh, who has been the symbol of courageous
revolt against injustice and as replaced by a
speech of K B Hedgewar, founder of the RSS,
who suggested the term ‘Rashtriya’ (national) for
his Hindutva organization, for he wanted to reassert the Hindu identity with ‘Rashtriya’. The
Government’s plan also encompassed removing
such writings by other eminent and enlightened
personalities like Vivekananda, Savitri Bai Phule,
Kanakadasaru, Purandaradasaru, Narayanaguru,
Sara Abubakar, A. N. Murthy. Rao and many
others.
But democratic-minded conscious people
refused to accept such a motivated act. AIDSO
took up the issue in right earnest and succeeded
in involving eminent educationists and intellectuals
as well as a large section of students in the
protest movement. Soon enough, a strong protest

coalition government. What could be
crueller when one finds that the
state is reeling under flood but the
ministers and officials are busy
giving bites on TV in regard to
horse-trading of Shiv Sena MLAs.
Admitting that the flood in Barak
valley is man-made, the BJP chief
minister instead of owning the
responsibility passed on the onus on
some 'miscreants' who allegedly
broke Barak River embankment at
Bethukandi. No amount of
reprehension is enough for such
irresponsible
and
inhuman
comments. When the BJP Prime
Minister is talking of $5 trillion
economy, Bullet Train, voyage to the
Mars, digital India and so forth,
people are dying like cats and dogs
because rudimentary flood-control
devices are notin place.
The volunteers of the SUCI(C)
and its class as well as mass
organizations are whole heartedly
engaged in relief and rescue
activities. Comrade Provash Ghosh,
General Secretary, SUCI(C), has
made a fervent appeal to the people
to come forward and liberally
contribute to the Assam flood relief
fund.

erupted. The SUCI(C) also wholeheartedly
backed the movement initiated by AIDSO. News
channels, important dailies covered AIDSO’s
protests against the move. Esteemed writers of
the state even withdrew their permission to
include their writings in those text books as
lessons of progressive authors were withdrawn
and regressive contents added.
As we have already stated above, history
can be distorted but never be changed.That the
BJP-RSS has traditionally been nurturing the idea
of India turned into a totally Hindu country was
clear earlier itself. The BJP ministers have at
different times made no bones to declare that the
modern education so far taught in Indian school
has all but failed and that only Vedic education
can build up the future generation as real patriots.
Therefore, their object in omitting certain portions
was to promote ‘‘real values’’. Gone in a whiff
are the recommendations of the Renaissance
stalwarts and replaced with outmoded Vedic
education. ‘‘Real values’’, to them must be Vedic
values! The beacon in this grim situation, the ray
of hope, is the way public consciousness is alert
today etching out its own course of protest and
resistance. History has shown ever and anon that
people’s voice raised in protest is the one and only
thing that can compel the despotic rulers to retreat
from rolling out regressive policies.
Under pressure of this movement, the BJPled Karnataka Government had to drop its
decision and the lesson on Bhagat Singh was
reintroduced.
The
Government-appointed
committee for planning to revise second PUC text
books was dissolved by the CM in the face of
opposition. AIDSO received admiration from one
to all for spearheading such a just movement. It
is once again proved that a just movement under
a correct revolutionary leadership can alone
compel the tyrannic rulers to bow down.
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Deletion from school textbooks by
NCERT—glaringly motivated
The act of change in the
course content of text books is a
usual feature with different
governments in India when they
come to power in accordance with
their own political ideology. The
recent changes in the last 6 months
made by NCERT in text books of
class 6th to12th are on a scale never
seen before. The subject of change
in text material was there in the
agenda of BJP when they came into
power in 2014. The changes started
since 2018 when the erstwhile
Education Minister announced that
the school curriculum would be
reduced by 50%. In 2019, some
chapters were also dropped, but the
changes made in 2022 are sweeping.
They were unable to bring out new
text books but deleted portions from
the old ones. The process started
with the acting head of NCERT
issuing a circular. It is being done
with the plea of ‘‘Textbook
rationalization exercise’’ and to drop
‘‘irrelevant, outdated, difficulty level
and overlapping content’’. The
process is not transparent and the
experts involved in the committee
are not known. We will classify the
topics, chapters deleted from class
6th to 12th on the basis of research
done by Indian Express and
published in its daily edition from
18th to 21st June 2022 in four parts.
The deletions have been of various
types like specific words, sentences,
paragraphs and even chapters.

Deletion of chapters on
democratic values
A chapter on ‘‘Key elements
of a Democratic Government’’ has
been dropped. This chapter dealt
with people's participation, conflict
resolution, equality and justice in
democracy.
A
chapter
on
‘‘Democracy and Diversity’’ which
dealt with the concept of social
divisions and inequity along lines of
caste and race across the world, and
another one ‘‘Challenges to
Democracy’’ which refers to
reformation of democratic politics
has been dropped.
The course material on
democracy was there in school text
books to develop the concepts of
democratic values like liberty and
equality. Inequity and social division
are a reality in our society and
students should be aware of these
aspects. The BJP government
doesn’t want the students should
know and analyze our social
condition because it fears that the
future citizens may revolt against the
inequities, nor does it want to

inculcate concepts of democracy in
students.

Deletion of significant social
movements of India after
independence
A chapter on ‘‘Rise of popular
movements in India’’ has been
dropped which dealt with Chipko
movement in Uttarakhand, Narmada
Bachao
Andolan,
Anti-liquor
movement in Andhra Pradesh,
movement for Right to information,
movement for rights of displaced
forest
dwellers
in
Satpura,
Maharashtra, Naxalite movement,
Dalit Panther movement.
There were many social
movements
in
India
after
independence. It is not a question
whether they were right or wrong.
History is what had occurred in the
past and students should have the
knowledge of it. The deletion of the
chapter shows the intention of BJP
and RSS to keep the students blind
on the mass movements of India.
This shows the fear psychosis of the
Indian bourgeoisie.
An exercise given to students
to discuss the three farm laws
passed by the government has also
been dropped.
We all know the three farm
laws passed by the government had
to be withdrawn because of the
historic farmers’ movement. It was
an exercise for the students to study
the farm laws and discuss its merits
and demerits. What was wrong with
it? Did they feel that their nefarious
intentions will be exposed to the
students? If they were for benefit of
farmers, why is the discussion on it
not being encouraged?

Gujarat riots 2002 and
anti-Sikh riots
Two pages on Gujarat riots of
2002 from class 12th text book of a
chapter on ‘‘Politics in India since
Independence’’ have been deleted.
It describes the chronology of
events that lead to the riots and the
criticism by NHRC (National
Human Rights Commission) of
Gujarat Government for failing to
control the violence. The page says
‘‘Instances, like in Gujarat, alert us
to the dangers involved in using
religious sentiments for political
purposes. This poses a threat to
democratic politics’’.
One more paragraph deleted
states ‘‘No religion has been wholly
exempted from communal violence
of one kind or another….in fact, the
two most traumatic contemporary
instances of communal violence
occurred under each of the major

political parties. The Anti-Sikh riots
of Delhi in 1984 took place under
Congress
regime.
The
unprecedented scale and spread of
Anti-Muslim violence in Gujarat in
2002 took place under the BJP
Government.’’ The death toll in
Gujarat riots was 790 Muslims, 254
Hindus, 223 were reported missing
and 2500 injured as per the reply
tabled in the Parliament by the
Government.
It is clear that BJP and RSS
never want students to study the
Gujarat riots of 2002 because they
were the perpetrators of it. Why
have the Anti Sikh riots, which
occurred during Congress regime,
been dropped? Is it done to appease
Congress, so that they will support
deletion of Gujarat riots? The two
main political parties along with
many other parties are the main
actors who incite riots in India for
their political end and they don’t
want students to know their design.

Emergency during Indira
Gandhi regime
The chapter on Emergency in
class 12th political science text book
has been reduced by five pages. It
pertains to controversies of imposing
Emergency and abuse of power,
arrest
of political workers,
restrictions on media, torture and
custodial deaths. The reference to
draconian impact of Emergency has
been also deleted. ‘‘Civil liberties
were revoked and a large number
of politically active people were
arrested and jailed without trial.
Censorship was imposed on the
media and Government officials
could be dismissed without normal
procedures.’’
The curbs that were placed on
trade union activities during
Emergency also has been deleted.
Emergency was imposed by
Mrs. Indira Gandhi of Congress. It
may seem puzzling why such
undemocratic, fascist act of their
arch rival is being deleted. BJP was
a part of the movement against
emergency. On deeper analysis, it is
very clear: the acts of BJP at
present are nothing less than the
abuse of power during Emergency.
Civil liberties of citizens are
revoked—mob lynching, razing
houses of protestors with bulldozers,
arrest of journalists, branding any
opposition to their views as antinational, and change in trade union
laws and so on run galore. An
undeclared Emergency is in vogue.
Why should they want students to
know about the draconian impact of
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Emergency as they practice the
same in one way or another?

Sedition law
There was a section on
draconian arbitrary colonial sedition
Act of 1870. This section has been
dropped.
There has been lot of debate
on the arbitrary Sedition Act of 1870
which was introduced during British
colonial rule to arrest anyone who
speaks against the government.
That was used against many
freedom fighters during British rule.
The same Act is being used by
different governments even after 75
years of independence. The
Supreme Court even has expressed
concern about this colonial law.
The intention of the ruling party
is clear, they want to continue with
the colonial Sedition law and harass
all who raise their voice against
them. Journalists from Manipur
were arrested under Sedition law
when they spoke against unscientific
advocating of cow urine therapy by
one BJP legislator, students from
Delhi who were researching on
communal tension in Tripura were
arrested and so on.

Deletion of course material
related to caste
The caste system, ill treatment
of lower castes (Shudra), lower
status of women to present in India
since ancient period is a hindrance
development of values of equality.
The course material on caste system
was not exhaustive but gave a
glimpse of it and that is also being
removed now. The history of the
events won't change with such
deletions from text books. The
method adopted should have been to
educate our children on the vices of
such systems which existed and the
need of necessary cultural revolution
to overcome it.
The portions deleted aresentences on hereditary nature of
varnas, that is, children of parents
from a particular caste belong to the
same caste, superior status of
Brahmins,
classification
of
untouchables and considering them
as polluting, sentences like
‘‘generally women were not allowed
to study the Vedas’’, ‘‘Women and
Shudras were not allowed to study
the Vedas’’, ‘‘caste-based discretion
is not only limited to preventing
Dalits from undertaking certain
economic activities but it also denies
them the respect and dignity given to
others’’ and many others. The
discussion on development of
agriculture with exploitation of dasas
and dasis (slaves) and of labourers
has been removed.
The intention has been to hide
the class, caste and gender
inequality that existed in ancient
Contd. on page 6
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Deletion from textbooks

Distorting history is a
political agenda of RSS-BJP
Contd. from page 5

India. This will hamper students’
understanding of social hierarchy
and its evolution. BJP and RSS
believe in the Manu Smriti which is
discriminatory against lower castes
and women. Our society need to
develop a culture of democratization,
of equality and freedom of women,
but the design of the ruling class is
to continue the old obscurantist
values.

Minorities and discrimination
In ‘‘The challenges of Cultural
diversity’’ in class 12 sociology
textbook ‘resurgence and newly
acquired political power of Hindu
communalists’ has been omitted. In
the same chapter the ‘‘vulnerability
of religious minority as the religious
majority because of numerical
majority can translate into political
power and use state machinery to
suppress religious and cultural
institutions of the minority’’, has
been dropped.
NCERT has deleted certain
portions relating to ‘‘Muslim rulers in
India’’. The Indian Express stated
‘‘several pages on the Delhi
Sultanate, ruled by many dynasties
including the Mamluks, Tughlaqs,
Khilji and Lodi, and the Mughal
empire have been removed’’.
There was no nation state that
we call India during medieval period.
There were small kingdoms
scattered all over, reigned over by
kings. What were the ambitions of a
King? Kings were interested in
conquering and expanding their
kingdom and collecting revenue
irrespective of their religion. Some
were benevolent, some despotic
irrespective of their religions. The
clans and dynasties including the
Islamic ones, of those who came,
some plundered and looted, some
stayed back and ruled. This is
invariably the nature of kings of
different religions in all parts of the
world. The ones who stayed back
lived harmoniously, developed art
and architecture, and this part of the
world had highest GDP during
Muslim rule. This is history. BJP and
RSS have the agenda of
discriminating against minorities and
appeasing the majority on the basis
of religion and so they are distorting
history. The politics of BJP is based
on hatred for minorities to appease
the majority as vote bank. They
continue the same policy in school
text books by deleting the
contributions of Mughal kings.
The art and architectural
heritage of medieval India; temples
of Chola kingdom, mosques of Delhi

Sultans, Mughals and Deccan
Sultans along with gardens, forts,
and all that attest the marvels of that
period, have been deleted.
This was the period when art,
sculpture and architecture flourished
in India. The synthesis of the Hindu
or indigenous art with that of the
Muslim or Arabic one produced a
synthesis which still stands in the
form of Taj Mahal, Agra Fort, Lal
Quila, Forts of Udaipur, Jaisalmer,
Jaipur etc., —all bear testimony to
the tradition of amalgamation.
They have further deleted
some portions on ‘‘Central Islamic
Lands’’. This chapter deals with the
evolution of Islam in the Middle East
and the socio, economic and political
condition of that period. The dark
period of Europe in terms of science
and knowledge started with the fall
of Roman empire. It was the
‘‘Central Islamic lands’’ from 600 to
1200 AD which carried the torch of
knowledge during this period. They
translated books written in Greek
and Latin into Arabic, science
flourished. Muslims were a majority
in those lands but Christians and
Jews were an integral part of it.
This is recognized by all historians of
the world. A student of World
History needs to know the history of
civilizations and deleting such
chapters only shows bigotry.

NCF (National Curriculum
Framework) and RSS link
The Indian Express on 21st
June ’22 states that at least 17 of the
National Focus Groups out of a total
of 25 working on curriculum
changes under the National
Education Policy (NEP) 2020 have
24 members with RSS links. The
focus groups were appointed by
NCERT through notification on 28th
Dec21. The Indian Express has
mentioned the names of 24 members
in different groups who have clearcut links with RSS and 17 of them
are in focus groups.
The four National Curriculum
Framework (NCF) was formed
under NEP2020 for curriculum
changes for early childhood care and
education, school education, teacher
education and adult education. It
was envisaged that NCERT will
conduct a survey and get feedback
from stakeholders.
The process has never been
transparent. The Indian Express
states NCERT director declined to
comment on the focus groups and
former NCERT director in-charge
who had issued the notification
declined to comment.
This was a well-planned
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exercise by BJP and RSS to delete
portions of course material and so
appointed their own men in the
committee.

Deletion a political agenda
NCERT asserts that the
deletions
are
made
for
rationalization, to reduce course load
in keeping with NEP2020 which
advocates change in syllabus. The
other reasons given are irrelevant
content, removal of repetition etc.
A glance at the deletions raises
serious concern for educationists. If
the exercise was for reducing the
course content, then why have
specific words and sentences been
removed? This clearly shows the
motive was different. The leaders of
the BJP including Home Minister
have already said that they want to
rewrite history. This means one has
to write history as per their own
whims to meet their political agenda
and not based on historical facts.
This is distortion of history.
The chapters deleted on
Muslim rulers of India and the art,
craft, sculpture and architecture that
developed during that period shows

the narrow mindedness and hatred
for the minorities. The hatred which
they spread against minorities is well
known.
The deletion of chapters on
mass movements that developed
after independence, riots in different
parts of India and the draconian
Emergency, show that they don't
want students to develop an
inquisitive mind in analyzing the
political and social life of the
country.
The whole exercise has been
undertaken without any transparent
mechanism with selected members
having allegiance to RSS. The main
aim has been to curb the scientific,
critical thinking, and analytic
mindset of students, so that their
own fascist culture and rule can
prosper. Their ideology is based on
false national pride and ego, based
on distorted view of majority religion
(Hindutva) and for that they distort
history and spread false ideas and
notions. This dangerous trend needs
to be opposed by all citizens who
love education and are concerned
for the future of our next generation.

CPI (M) on its ‘leftist’ political line
Leftists need to formulate
policies keeping immediate objective
and necessity in mind. Now the
main objective is to isolate the RSSBJP and end its rule. So, the CPI
(M) has decided to back Jaswant
Sinha in the Presidential election. In
order to defeat communalism, the
CPI (M) has one aim—to develop a
total unity at national level.
Presidential election is not out of it.
Communalism has to be defeated.
Those who are interested in that,
have to be included in that unity.
This is the stand of our party. In
order to achieve that objective, there
is no point to raise objection as to
who is wearing yellow shirt and
who is wearing red shirt.
The CPI (M) supported twice
Ajoy Mukherjee, the dissident
Congress leader in the 1960s in
West Bengal as maximum MLAs
were with him. At that time, the aim
was to keep the Congress away
from power. Similarly, the CPI (M)
and others supported Jagjivan Ram
when he opposed emergency and

dissociated from Indira Congress.
Installation of Morarji Desai
government at the center created
favourable condition for the CPI (M)
to gain power in West Bengal in
1977. Again when V P Singh
severed relationship with Rajeev
Gandhi, the CPI (M) supported him.
Yechury was delivering a
lecture
on
‘75
years
of
independence’ on 109th birth
anniversary of Jyoti Basu in
Kolkata. But two things he did not
mention. First of all, VP Singh
government was supported by both
the CPI (M) and the BJP. Secondly,
capitalist roader Deng Xiaoping
once made a comment: ‘‘It doesn’t
matter whether a cat is black or
white, as long as it catches mice.’’
This is taken to mean that as long as
the economy works, it is a good
economy. He spoke these words
long before the reform and openingup of China’s economy that
ultimately led to counter-revolution
in China.
(ABP-09-07-22)

India is home to a third of global
population denied healthy diet
A cross-country comparison on the affordability of healthy diets
shows that over 97 crore Indians, or about 71 per cent of India's population,
are unable to afford nutritious food. According to the FAO, it costs an
estimated $2.97 (Rs 237) per person per day (in 2020) in India to afford a
healthy diet.
In purchasing power parity terms, this means food expenses of Rs
7,600 per month for a four-member household. Thus, India is home to a third
of global population unable to afford a health diet.
(The Print-08-07-22)
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An American sees the Soviet Union
By Julius Walstad
(Julius Walstad was the first official delegate to the Soviet Union to be elected by thousands of American
farmers to join the delegation of ‘Friends of the Soviet Union’ to visit Soviet Union. He visited Soviet farming
regions in the fall of 1934, a year in which severe drought had occurred in both the USA and the USSR In
this pamphlet he reported what he saw as an American Delegate while visiting the Collective Farms in an
unscheduled manner how Soviet Agriculture was flourishing in socialism. This report is a testimonial of what
Soviet socialism could achieve within 5 years of socialism and is a befitting reply to the canard spread by
the imperialist-capitalist camp against Socialism and great Stalin. This report has been brought out by the
AIKKMS in the form of a pamphlet. The report is reproduced below in instalments as it would help our
readers to be acquainted with the remarkable advancement of Soviet Agriculture under Stalin’s leadership.
This is the first instalment.)

How I happened to go
Going to Russia was the last
thing any South Dakota farmer
might expect to do and I certainly
was no different. I’ve just come
back, and Russia doesn’t seem so
far away any more. Their plains are
like ours, the soil is the same, even
the same prairie grasses grow there.
Yet everything is run different. And
that is what I'm going to tell about.
No farm organization had ever
sent an official delegate to Russia,
and last spring the Friends of the
Soviet Union, set up to spread
information about Russia, forwarded
an invitation to the Farmers’
National Committee of Action to
include a farmer delegate in the
group visiting the Soviet Union
during the November celebration of
the anniversary of the Russian
Revolution. Trade Unions had sent
workers over before to look over the
factories and to tell American
workers how Russian workers were
treated. After learning that the farm
delegate would have special
opportunity to investigate the
conditions of farmers, the Farmers’
National Committee accepted this
invitation and immediately wrote to a
large number of different farm
organizations asking them to elect a
representative farmer.
I was nominated by the
National Convention of the United
Farmers’ League at Minneapolis last
June. Members of 21 other
organizations and groups endorsed
this nomination. I don’t think that all
of these groups had heard of me, but
probably they did hear about how
we fought the statewide injunction
against the United Farmers’ League
in South Dakota last summer and
also that a fascist gang attacked me
and the rest of our farm school. The
National Executive Committee of
the Farmers’ National Committee of
Action held a meeting which
confirmed my
election
and
endorsement by all these different
organizations. I am writing the story
of my trip so that what I saw and
learned can be distributed as my
report to the membership of the
farm organizations that sent me
over. The cost of my trip over and
back was $285. This amount

includes round-trip bus fare from
South Dakota to New York, and a
round trip steamship ticket. From the
time I left England in a Soviet
steamer, and during the time I was
in the USSR, 1 was a guest of the
Trade Unions and had no expenses,
except for the few things I bought
to bring back home. Practically
every bit of the $285 was raised by
the farmers of this country through
the sale of certificates sent out by
the National Committee. More than
700 farmers and other friendly
people from 24 states, covering the
four corners of the United States,
bought these certificates.
The rest of the delegates from
the United States consisted of:
Robert Whisner, Westinghouse
worker from Turtle Creek, Pa.,
representing the workers of the
Westinghouse
Electric
and
Manufacturing Co. plant; Victor
Majeski, textile worker from Paw
tucket, R.I., member of the State
Strike Committee of the U.T.W. of
A., and endorsed by his local and by
the Pawtucket local of the Socialist
Party: Frederick Gunsser, textile
worker from Philadelphia, Pa.,
Federation
of
Full-Fashioned
Hosiery Workers of America, Local
No. 1, affiliated with the U. T. W. of
A. (A. F. of L.); Helen Glinski,
representing coal miners from West
Virginia;
Mary
Cozmauoff,
representing Polish steel workers of
Gary, Indiana, and Polish workers'
newspaper;
James
Sheffield,
representing Boston locals of the
Marine Workers Industrial Union;
and Herbert Goldfrank, National
Secretary of the Friends of the
Soviet Union.

while on the Rykov they worked 8
hours. On the Ile de France the men
are laid off for 3 months a year
without pay, while on the Rykov the
men are given a month's vacation
with full pay. If they want to, the
Russians can take special study
courses during their vacations, to
qualify them for better jobs. They
have old-age pensions and trade
unions. I saw the officers and the
sailors eat together and treat each
other as equals while off-duty, but
this is not allowed to interfere with
ship discipline. The crew sleep two
in a cabin; on the Ile de France,
where a common passenger like
myself could not visit the sailors'
quarters, the sailors told me they
bunked 20 to 32 in cabins below the
water-level. If anything, the sailors'
food is better than the passengers'
on the Rykov, while on the Ile de
France it was just the opposite.

Leningrad
I landed in Russia on
November 1 and spent the first few
days in Leningrad. The second day
in the city we visited a turbine
factory which before the revolution
was owned by a German. He had
employed four hundred workers. In
the factory we met, by chance, an
old fellow of about 55 who had
worked there in the days of the
Tsar. He told us that he had worked
16 hours a day before in very bad
conditions. In 1917, as soon as the
revolution was over, hours were cut
to 10. Today they work 7 hours a
day and there are thousands of

workers in the factory. Seven hours,
by the way, is now the regular
working day in industry throughout
the country, with the exception of
some of the heaviest work, like
certain types of mining, where it is
6 hours. This worker makes much
more money in 7 hours than he used
to make in 16. The workers in the
factory belong to a trade union.
Located in the home of the
former owner of the factory is the
factory day nursery for children of
the mothers who work during the
day. Here the children are fed and
cared for by experts, free of charge.
There is also a laundry in connection
with the factory. The workers in the
factory have their own apartment
house with one, two, and three room
flats, depending on the size of their
families. Rents are a percentage of
wages. Very close to the apartment
house is a school with playgrounds
and small parks all close together. I
learned that these conveniences are
a regular part of every factory in
the country.
Workers’ old-age pensions
begin at 55 and they get medical
care all the time. We spoke to the
doorkeeper, a man of about 65, who
was getting a pension of 200 rubles
a month. He was working anyway
‘‘to help build Socialism’’ and
earning an additional 100 rubles per
month. One of the changes he
mentioned since the old days was
that women receive the same pay
as men for the same work and are
encouraged to learn the same work.
The next day we went to the
former Tsar's country estate just
outside of Leningrad. Here he used
to give big parties and entertain the
diplomats and nobility of the world.
This summer estate has now been
changed into a "Children's Village".
The same magnificent buildings with
many additions and improvements
have now become hospitals and rest
homes for sick children who are
sent here and cared for free of
charge.
(To be continued)

The trip over
I took a French boat to
England, the Ile de France. Since we
planned to take a Russian boat from
there, I asked an old worker on the
London dock about the Russian
boats. He said, "They are the
cleanest boats that come here, but
under the Tsar they were the rustiest
and dirtiest". Sure enough, the
Soviet boat, the Rykov, was clean as
a whistle, but what surprised me
even more were the working
conditions. On the Ile de France the
sailors worked 14 to 16 hours a day,

7th Jharkhand State Conference of AIDSO was held in Ranchi
on 2 July. Over 300 Participants from 17 districts joined the
conference. Among those present were Comrades Sourav Ghosh,
General Secretary, AIDSO, Sumit Roy, Member of Jharkhand
State SUCI(C), and Samsul Alam, AIDSO All India secretariat
member. From the conference a 120 member state council was
constituted with Comrades Samar Mahato and Sohan Mahato as
President and Secretary respectively
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People’s protests surge forth globally
against growing economic oppression
The Global imperialist-capitalist economy is
stricken with growing insolvable crisis bred by the
system itself. More and more concentration of
wealth is taking place in the hands of a few superrich while myriads of toiling masses are getting
pauperized in tandem. The world’s richest 1
percent, have more than twice the wealth of 690
crore people. Almost half of global population is
living on less than Rs 400 a day. Almost half the
world’s population-340 crores people—still
struggles to meet basic needs, the World Bank
said.The super-rich avoid as much as 30% of their
tax liability. While the richest continue to enjoy
booming fortunes, they are also enjoying some of
the lowest levels of tax in decades—as are the
corporations that they own. Instead, taxes are
being disproportionately imposed on common
working people. When the bourgeois governments
undertax the rich, there’s less money in the public
exchequer for meeting the expenses of food and
drinking water as well as vital services like
healthcare and education. Getting the richest one
percent to pay just 0.5 percent extra tax on their
wealth over the next 10 years would equal the
investment needed to create 12 crore permanent
jobs. Official figure of global unemployment is
expected to be at 205 million (20.5 crore) in 2022.
Some 285 million (28.5 crore) people worldwide
are officially considered underemployed. The
actual figures would be several times higher. 33
crore employed persons, are working under poor
conditions that do not guarantee them a decent
living. Worldwide, 61 percent of workforce are in
informal employment with no guarantee of job
security or wage. Global poverty and hunger are
skyrocketing. 689 million people are officially
reported to be living in extreme poverty, surviving
on less than $1.90 a day 811 million people
regularly go to bed hungry, according to a report
from the United Nations food agencies. 11 people
are likely dying every minute from hunger
outpacing Covid 19 fatalities. On the one hand,
prices are soaring beyond the sky while on the
other hand, avenues for even survival level income
are getting extinguished at a rapid pace.
Skyrocketing inflation has been aggravating
inequalities and widen the gap between the rich
and poor. This harrowing spectacle is obviously
paving ground for social unrest and protest
movements to surge forth.
In fact, there is massive outbreak of protests
throughout the world. We had seen a few years
back the Occupy World Street movement that had
shaken not only Us imperialism but the entire
imperialist-capitalist camp. Then broke out the
Yellow Vest movement first in France and then in
other European countries. Also had surged forth
the Arab Spring movement in Egypt. A historic
peasant movement continued for more than one
year in India. The last week of June alone saw
protests by the political opposition in Pakistan,
nurses in Zimbabwe, organized workers in
Belgium, railway workers in Britain, aboriginal
people in Ecuador, hundreds of US pilots and some
European airline workers. Millions of aggrieved
people of economically bankrupt Sri Lanka have
stormed into the Presidential palace. ‘‘How many
of the richest even know what a loaf of bread

costs? They don’t really, they just absorb the
prices.’’ ‘‘How much for my kidney?’’ is the
question most asked of one of Kenya’s largest
hospitals. Kenyatta National Hospital reminded
people on Facebook this week that selling human
organs is illegal. Even in India same thing is
happening. Private notice is posted in the socialmedia: Want to sell my one kidney. Any customer?
Recently a wretched man of Kolkata, who lost his
job due to an accident, gave a call to the local police
station claiming that he had strangled his elder
brother to death. After investigation it was found
that the man wasn’t a murderer. His brother, who
was also a jobless person, died of illness and due
to poverty, they couldn't admit him in a hospital,
neither collect even a grain of rice in last few
weeks. It was a plan of the elder brother who
knew that his death is coming, that after his death,
the younger would pretend as a murderer and be
arrested which would ensure his meals in the
prison. Obviously, this deplorable condition is
creating grievances. The inability to consume
essential commodities, fuel, power, education,
health facilities has triggered vehement protest
throughout the world.
In June, thousands of truckers in South Korea
ended an eight-day strike that caused shipment
delays as they called for minimum wage
guarantees amid soaring fuel prices. Months
earlier, some 10,000 kms away, truckers in Spain
went on strike to protest fuel prices. Peru’s
government imposed a brief curfew after protests
against fuel and food prices turned violent in April.
Truckers and other transport workers also had
gone on strike and blocked key highways.
‘‘Increase our salaries. Now!’’ chanted thousands
of unionized workers in Brussels.
‘‘I came here to defend the purchasing
power of citizens because demonstrating is the
only way to make change,’’ protester Genevieve
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Cordier said. ‘‘We cannot cope anymore. Even
with two salaries ... both of us are working, and
we cannot get our head above water.’’
Eddie Dempsey, a senior official with
Britain's Rail, Maritime and Transport Union,
which brought UK train services to a near
standstill with strikes this week, said there are
going to be more demands for pay increases
across other sectors. ‘‘It’s about time Britain had
a pay rise. Wages have been falling for 30 years
and corporate profits have been going through the
roof,’’ Dempsey said.
The capitals and cities of the African
countries are surged by the thunderous protests of
the common multitude. Health care professionals
in Zimbabwe went on strike this week after
rejecting the government's offer of a 100% pay
rise. The nurses say the offer does not come close
to skyrocketing inflation of 130%. Kenyans have
protested in the streets and online as the price of
food jumped by 12% in the past year. One of
Tunisia's most powerful labour unions staged a
nationwide public sector strike last week of June.
The North African country faces a deteriorating
economic crisis. Hundreds of agitators protested
the rising cost of living in Burkina Faso in the
month of June.
As is obvious, objective condition for anticapitalist revolution is ripened. But the subjective
condition i.e., ideological and organizational sway
of real communist parties on the suffering people
is yet to mature. So, there is one after another
waves of people’s movement sprouting with
promise but rudderless. Hence those are either
fizzling out after a while in absence of proper
leadership to take them to logical culmination or
ending up in a parliamentary battle enabling antiincumbency forces to gain. This is a big tragedy.
Once again, we call upon the oppressed millions to
rally behind real revolutionary force if in
existence. Otherwise, they must take initiative to
build up such a party on their respective soils based
on correct revolutionary ideology, base political line
and culture. Let not the capitalist-imperialist
wolves be on a prowl anymore.

2000 odd Party activists mostly students and youths of West Bengal attended a special meeting
on 6 July 2022 at Nazrul Mancha, Kolkata which was addressed by Comrade Provash Ghosh,
General Secretary, SUCI(C). Comrade Provash Ghosh explained how in the given
national and international situations, comrades should conduct
struggle to develop themselves as true revolutionaries.

Height of communal hatred
A man was arrested in Uttar Pradesh’s
Sambhal for allegedly hurting religious sentiments
by selling chicken on a piece of paper having
pictures of Hindu deities.
The incident took place on 3 July when
some people complained that Talib Hussain was
selling chicken from his shop on a piece of paper
carrying a picture of a Hindu god and goddess,
hurting their religious feeling, the police told news
agency Press Trust of India.
Talib Hussain has been charged under IPC

Sections 153-A [promoting enmity between
different groups on grounds of religion, race, place
of birth, residence], 295-A [deliberate and
malicious acts, intended to outrage religious
feelings of any class by insulting its religion or
religious beliefs]. Is there any cogent reason for
such victimization? Surely not. But BJP-ruled UP
is a production house of newer modes of
persecuting religious minorities. So, no logic or
semblance of civilized behaviour can be expected
from the government. (NDTV 05-07-22)
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